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The alteration of generations in Democratic Progressive Party is an issue that has
very important realistic significance; it attracts people’s attention because of the
important influences it may produce. But there is a scanty few study of this issue so
far, let alone degree papers that take this issue as title.
This paper retells certain process of the generation alternation in DPP through
document literature, and then further probes the general regular characteristics in the
process. The author’s analysis is closely around the following four issues.
I. Why the lawyer generation could so fast replace the Formosa generation which
had struggled longer and were older, senior than them?
II. The young generation cut a striking finger early and has occupied each
important position, but why can not DPP accomplished another generation alteration?
III. Are there general regular characteristics in DPP’s generation alteration?
IV. Does the young generation have rather obvious group characteristics that are
different from the prior generations? If they do, what illuminations will they bring us?
The author anthers these questions in the end of this paper, and expects readers
could have a better master of this issue after reading this paper. Moreover, the author
expects the research of generation alteration in DPP could provide us another angle of
view to understand DPP and Taiwan, and then provide certain reference that could
help make more targeted policy.
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